
I’m Laura Oatman, and I am running to replace Dana Rohrabacher in Congress in 2018. 
I’m a LEED-accredited architect, small business owner, and mother of 5. I’ve lived in 
Newport Beach for over 40 years, got my Bachelors from UCI and my Masters from 
UCLA. After the Women’s March in DC, I decided to run for Congress when, the day 
after Trump’s election, the Climate Change page disappeared from State Dept website. 
THIS is what keeps me up at night, and why I’m running. OC has become more 
progressive, more diverse, and the single issue that can unite all of us to defeat 
Rohrabacher also is the biggest reason I’m running, & biggest issue of our time - 
 climate change.  
 
I grew up in LA pre-EPA, with smog so bad your lungs would ache; at UCLA in 1983, my 
thesis project was a sustainable green hotel; in 1985, I earned my architectural license, 
then went further to get my LEED accreditation to design environmentally-friendly 
buildings. I worked on sustainable hotel projects & wrote green guidelines for hotel 
design & operations. I drive a 100% electric Chevy BOLT and eat a 100% plant-based 
diet. Protecting people, planet and animals has been the common theme in everything I 
have done in my life, and fighting climate change now has become my purpose, 
because without a planet, none of the rest matters. As your Congresswoman, I will work 
hard federally and locally to find climate change solutions for county & country. 
 
At a time when we most need environmental champions in DC, we have Trump, Pruitt 
and Perry, as catastrophic extreme weather escalates. It’s past time to end subsidies to 
fossil fuel industries; to invest in clean, renewable energy which will bring good jobs and 
a sustainable healthy economy; to revolutionize our electric and transportation 
infrastructure; to re-engage with our international community to solve climate change. 
First thing I’ll do as your Congresswoman in DC is boot Rohrabacher off the Science 
Committee and join Subcommittee on Environment. Join the Climate Solutions Caucus, 
to work fast to address climate change. As your Congresswoman, I will always stay 
connected and in touch with all local environmental groups so we can work together to 
solve this most important issue of our time. 
 
Locally, we live along one of most beautiful coastlines in California, yet we’re 
“represented” by a man who thinks climate change is a hoax. We can’t wait for Dana to 
go - we must act now! We need to act immediately to cut greenhouse gases. Create 
“Climate Action Plans” and bring Community Choice Energy (CCE) for our cities to allow 
sustainable energy options; Create “Climate Impact Plans” to prevent damage to coastal 
infrastructure due to rising seas. Fight to protect our coastline by fighting offshore oil 
drilling and Poseidon. Fight to protect our precious wetlands & open spaces like Banning 
Ranch. Fight environmental injustice like that which affects Huntington Beach’s Oak 
View Communidad…  Let’s put people and planet FIRST above corporate profit & greed! 
Send someone who cannot be bought, a true progressive and an environmental 
champion to DC in 2018!  
 
	  


